Association of UCP1 -3826A/G and UCP3 -55C/T gene polymorphisms with obesity and its related traits among multi-ethnic Malaysians.
Our study investigated the association of UCP1 -3826A/G and UCP3 -55C/T single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with obesity and its related traits among multi-ethnic Malaysians. A total of 447 (225 males; 46 Malays, 339 ethnic Chinese, 62 ethnic Indians; 111 obese) participated. Demographic and anthropometric data were collected, and genotyping was performed by polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism. The minor allele frequencies (MAFs) for UCP1 according to Malay/Chinese/Indian ethnicities were .61/.55/.52 and .32/.55/.38, respectively. UCP3 genotype and allele distribution was significantly associated with ethnicity and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR), but among non-obese and Chinese participants only, respectively, after stratified analysis. Chinese participants with T allele had significantly lesser risk to be centrally obese [odds ratio =.69 (CI =.48, 1.00; P=.04)], and also had significantly lower WHR compared to those with C allele. The UCP1 or UCP3 SNPs were not associated with obesity/BMI and total body fat (TBF), but combinatory genotype analysis revealed that those having the AA and CC genotype for the former and latter SNPs had significantly highest BMI and TBF compared to other genotype combinations. UCP3 -55C/T SNP was associated with central obesity among Malaysian participants of Chinese descent. Combinatory genotype analysis showed that BMI and TBF were significantly different among UCPI -3826A/G and UCP3 -55C/T genotype combinations, suggesting the existence of a gene interaction between UCP1 and UCP3 in influencing obesity and adiposity.